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	Title: July Q & A
	Author: By Michelle Le Strange, UC Master Gardener Advisor
	Page 1: Q. Can you suggest what to plant under a mature oak tree?A. CA native oaks, such as the valley oak (Quercus lobata) and the blue oak (Q. douglasii), are some of the most significant natural features of our valley landscape. Though often symbols of strength and endurance, the mighty oak trees are not as sturdy as they appear, especially when we interfere with their environment. Remember that CA native oaks have evolved under the cool, wet winters and hot, dry summers typical of our Mediterranean climate. Their deep and extensive root systems, water conserving leaf characteristics, and slowing of growth in the summer, enables them to survive our summers and prolonged seasonal droughts.Maintaining the health of the oak root system is the key to successful landscaping around oaks. Oaks produce sinker roots, which grow deep into the soil providing the oak access to water as the summer progresses and lateral roots, which are commonly shallow and extend well beyond the dripline of the tree. An ideal landscape is one that requires little maintenance (disturbance) and irrigation once established. What kind of plants fit into that category? Try California or Australian native perennials. Nurseries now offer a much wider selection. What kind of plants do not fit into this category? Lawns and most annual plants that are sold and used for "color" in the landscape.Many people are unaware of the real danger that light frequent summer irrigations (like watering the lawn) poses to oak trees. Constant moisture and compaction (from parking cars under trees) limit oxygen access to oak roots and favors disease pathogens, such as crown and root rot (Phytophthora sp.) and oak root fungus (Armillaria mellea). These fungi lead to the decline, death, or structural instability of mature oak trees and help explain why these giants fall during major storms. The bottom line is that oak trees that don't receive summer irrigation are much better off than those that do, so plan your landscape accordingly.
	Page 2: Q. In April I re-seeded my tall fescue lawn. It looked beautiful for about six weeks and then it started to develop brown spots. I applied an insecticide but that didn't seem to help so I fertilized it and started watering every day in the hot weather. Now it is worse than ever. What is going on and what am I doing wrong?A. June's hot weather spelled disaster to many new and not-so-new cool season grass lawns. Chances are that your grass plants were still too tender to take the sudden and long hot spell that plagued us most of the month. Warm nights, moist soil conditions, and succulent grass seedlings are the necessary ingredients for warm weather blight diseases like pythium, rhizoctonia, and fusarium, and summer patch diseases. Because your lawn was dense and lush, growing under high nitrogen fertilization along with saturated soil conditions and excessive irrigation, you had the PERFECT RECIPE for severe fungal blight.What can you do? Change your cultural practices before you reach for a chemical fix. Adjust your watering schedule. Never water more than three days a week. If the surface of your lawn is still moist, then don't water that day. If your lawn dries out too often, then water longer each time. If water puddles or runs off, then aerate (pull out small cores) the lawn to improve drainage. Water in the early morning hours. Cut back on your fertilizer, especially during hot summer months. Fertilize again in September for a fall flush of growth. Don't mow the lawn when it is wet. Most lawns will recover from a slight disease problem but because your case is severe I suggest you apply a fungicide combination. Combine either Subdue (mefenoxam) or Chipco Alliete (fosetyl-al) with one of the following: Chipco 26019, Scotts Fungicide X, Cleary's 3336, Daconil 2787, Fore, Heritage, Bayleton, Eagle, Banner or most other turf fungicide. Apply according to label directions. Then I suggest not watering for at least a week before starting your revised watering schedule. Make a second application 14 -21 days later. Your turf should recover, however if the diseased spots were large they may need to be re-seeded.Next time try seeding in early October and it will have all winter to develop a hearty root system. If spring is the only time to re-seed, then do it in February or early March and your lawn's success will be improved.
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